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### Title: Juan Dalay vs. Bernardo Aquiatin and Proceso Maximo, G.R. No. L-2536, 47 Phil.
951

### Facts:
1. **July 4, 1917** – Ciriaco Villarin, owner of six parcels of land, executed a document
(Exhibit A) acknowledging a debt to Eugenio Gomez stating that if the debt is not paid on
time, the lands given as security would be used to pay it.
2. **September 30, 1917** – As Villarin failed to pay the debt, Eugenio Gomez executed a
document (Exhibit C), transferring the lands to Juan Dalay for P2,300. Dalay took possession
of the lands immediately.
3.  **October 10,  1917** –  Villarin executed an affidavit  (Exhibit  B)  acknowledging the
transfer of land to Gomez.
4. **October 25, 1917** – Villarin contracted a new debt with Bernardino Aquiatin.
5. Subsequently, a case (Civil Case No. 2536) was filed by Aquiatin. Once judgment in favor
of Aquiatin became final, execution was issued, levied upon the six parcels.
6. **Subsequent Actions** – Juan Dalay filed an action to declare ownership of the lands and
to prohibit defendants from executing the levy and sale on said lands.

### Issues:
1. **Whether the stipulation in Exhibit A is violative of Article 1859 of the Civil Code.**
2. **Whether the documents Exhibit A, B, and C effectively transferred ownership of the
lands to Juan Dalay.**
3. **Whether the sale to Dalay was simulated and fraudulent.**

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Exhibit A Clause**: The Court held that the stipulation in Exhibit A was not violative of
Article 1859 of the Civil Code as it was a debtor’s promise to assign property in payment of
a debt if unpaid, not the creditor appropriating the property himself.
2. **Effectiveness of Transfer**:
– **Exhibit C**: The Court ruled that the transfer by Gomez to Dalay was defective because
Villarin did not execute the deed of assignment of the properties to Gomez.
– **Exhibit B**: Villarin’s later acknowledgment (Exhibit B) cured the defect. Exhibit B
validated the transfer, confirming an absolute transfer of title and possession to Gomez and
subsequently to Dalay.
3. **Fraud and Simulation Allegation**: The Court did not find sufficient evidence to support
that the sale to Dalay was simulated or fraudulent since the debt to Aquiatin occurred after
the transfer to Dalay and there were no other debts by Villarin at the time of the transfer.
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### Doctrine:
– **Article 1175 of the Civil Code**: Affirmed the legality of a debtor making an assignment
of their properties in payment of a debt.
– **Curing of Defective Transfers**: Validation given in a later acknowledgment can cure
previous defects in a property transfer (Article 1311, Civil Code).

### Class Notes:
#### Key Elements/Concepts:
1. **Article 1859, Civil Code**:
– Prohibits the creditor from appropriating the pledged/mortgaged properties.
– Prevents the creditor from disposing of pledged/mortgaged properties.

2. **Article 1175, Civil Code**:
– Recognizes an assignment of properties by the debtor to the creditor in payment of the
debt.

3. **Article 1311, Civil Code**:
– A confirmation of a contract made by the interested party can cure prior defects, making
the transaction legally binding and enforceable.

#### Simplifications for Memorization:
–  **Appropriation  vs.  Assignment**:  Article  1859  focuses  on  preventing  creditor’s
appropriation and disposition; it does not hinder a debtor from voluntarily committing to
assign property to settle debts.
– **Cured Defects**: An originally defective assignment transaction can be later validated
by an acknowledgment or subsequent affirmative actions by the original owner.

### Historical Background:
This case contextually emerged in the early 20th century Philippines, a time when legal
battles over land ownership and debt settlement were common due to the agricultural
economy  and  a  transitioning  legal  system  harmonizing  Spanish-origin  civil  code  with
evolving local jurisprudence. The decision reflects an interpretation aligning with equitable
norms while addressing potential lender-borrower power imbalances.


